
Grades K–2

Candy Sushi
Did you know there are shrimp and other creatures that live in the East River? There are!
Shrimp is one ingredient that can often be found in sushi restaurants, but you don’t
want to eat the ones found in the East River. Check out this fun activity to create your
own sushi – without the shrimp!

What will you learn?
● Work collaboratively with a caregiver
● Playing with food can be creative

Materials:
● Puffed rice and marshmallow snack - or square/rectangular snack of your choice!
● Flat roll-up candy like Fruit by the Foot or Fruit Roll-Up
● Gummy worms, fish, of fruits
● Large working space like a sheet of wax paper

Instructions:
● Gather and open your materials including your gummy candies, flat roll-up candies,

and puffed rice treats.
● On a clean surface, such as a wax paper sheet, unfold two full sheets of rollup

candy.
● Rip or cut roll ups into strips. Your strips don’t have to be perfect! Wrap them around

your puffed rice treat.
● Squish a gummy candy onto the treat.
● Wrap another strip of roll-up candy around the whole piece. Press the roll-up strip

onto the puffed rice treat firmly.



● To make a rolled piece of sushi, unwrap more roll-up candies. Leave one piece
whole and rip a second piece into strips. Remember, they don’t need to be perfect!

● Pull pieces of your puffed rice treat apart and place it in the middle of your whole
rolled-up candy.

● Place a gummy candy beside your pieces of rice treat. Yum! Add as many or as few
as you’d like.

● Rip pieces of your second piece of roll-up candy and place them next to your gummy
candy or rice treats.

● Roll it all together! There’s no right or wrong way here, but the goal is to contain all of
your candy in one delicious package.

Reflection Questions:
● What is real sushi made of?
● Where do the ingredients for sushi come from?
● Have you had sushi before? Did you enjoy it? Why or why not?

Explanation:
This activity is a great opportunity to use your sense of touch! A lot of the items we used to
make our “sushi” were sticky, which is a unique sensation to feel on our skin.

Real sushi doesn’t have any candy in it: it has a variety of toppings, fillings and preparations,
but almost always features rice. You’ll often find vegetables or fish as a common ingredient,
too! There are countless varieties available depending on where you are visiting: sushi is
popular all over the globe!

One ingredient you won’t want to include is your catch from New York’s East River! You can
find a multitude of sea creatures in the East River (and the Hudson River), but chemical levels
in our waterways mean it isn’t recommended for kids under 15 to eat the fish and creatures you
catch from the river! What a bummer!

Many of the fish and other marine species in the East River are inedible due to the pollution
caused by chemicals used in all kinds of products. Even though these chemicals were banned
in the 1970s, dangerous levels still exist and can be bad for you if eaten!



More to Explore at the Library:
Ready to learn more about sushi and all the ingredients you need to make your own? Explore
these great resources below to dive in and become the next sushi master.

Guide created by Mariel Matthews.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22485628__St%3A%28Super%20foods%20for%20super%20kids%20cookbook%29%20a%3A%28martin%29__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28hiromi%27s%20hands%29%20a%3A%28barasch%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb20243719__St%3A%28when%20lunch%20fights%20back%29%20a%3A%28johnson%29__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def

